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ABSTRACT
The extraction of complex urban patterns from Very High Spatial Resolution (VHSR) images presents several challenges related to the complexity of the data. Based on the availability of images of a same scene at various resolutions (Medium to Very High Spatial resolutions), a hierarchical approach has been recently proposed to segment/classify objects of interest in a top-down fashion in order to determine patterns from VHSR images. To perform this method requires the interactive definition of segmentation examples for each considered resolution image. In the context of large dataset processing, such interactive task becomes time consuming. To deal with this issue, we propose in this article, an extension of the domain adaptation paradigm enabling the transfer of the segmentation examples defined on a source dataset to automatically process a target one. Experiments performed on urban images provide satisfactory results which may be further used for operational needs.

Index Terms— Hierarchical segmentation, Clustering, Domain adaptation, Multiresolution satellite images, Urban analysis.

I. INTRODUCTION
In the field of Earth observation, a new generation of sensors of submetric resolution has led to the production of Very High Spatial Resolution (VHSR) optical images, and to an improved ability to analyze urban scenes. In such images, basic urban elements (e.g., houses, gardens, roads) are formed by different materials (e.g., red roofs, different kinds of asphalts or vegetation), while aggregate ones (e.g., urban districts, blocks) generally contain different kinds of basic elements with a specific spatial organization. For instance, a individual housing urban block is composed of a specific spatial organization of individual houses with gardens at a certain distance of a road. Thus, by opposition to lower resolution images, such complex patterns are not composed of homogeneous pixels but are often hierarchically organized (e.g., districts → blocks → basic elements). In the coming years, this phenomenon will be widely amplified thanks to the European PLEIADES program [1].

These properties, induced by VHSR images, lead to several new challenges. On one hand, the size and the complexity of the images make the visual analysis a time consuming and error prone task. On the other hand, new image analysis tools have to be developed to make the visual analysis a time consuming and error prone task. To deal with this issue, we propose in this article, an extension of the domain adaptation paradigm enabling the transfer of the segmentation examples defined on a source dataset to automatically process a target one. Experiments performed on urban images provide satisfactory results which may be further used for operational needs.

The extraction of complex urban patterns from Very High Spatial Resolution (VHSR) images presents several challenges related to the complexity of the data. Based on the availability of images of a same scene at various resolutions (Medium to Very High Spatial resolutions), a hierarchical approach has been recently proposed to segment/classify objects of interest in a top-down fashion in order to determine patterns from VHSR images. To perform this method requires the interactive definition of segmentation examples for each considered resolution image. In the context of large dataset processing, such interactive task becomes time consuming. To deal with this issue, we propose in this article, an extension of the domain adaptation paradigm enabling the transfer of the segmentation examples defined on a source dataset to automatically process a target one. Experiments performed on urban images provide satisfactory results which may be further used for operational needs.

It is then relevant to develop tools adapted to the extraction of complex patterns from such data. Moreover, the availability of data with a large range of spatial resolutions (from Medium Spatial Resolution (MSR, 30-50m) to VHSR ones) can enable the extraction of (potentially) hierarchical patterns [4], [5]. For instance, by analyzing first the image content at a coarse resolution and then gradually increasing this resolution, it is possible to detect complex patterns while avoiding the noise induced by the details [6].

Based on this consideration, a hierarchical approach has been proposed [7] to extract from multiresolution images, segments of interest from the lowest to the highest resolution data, and then finally determine complex patterns from VHSR images. This Top-Down Hierarchical Approach (TDHA) has for purpose to use as much as possible the user’s skills while making easier his interaction. To this end, at each resolution, an interactive segmentation of a sample region is required for each group of thematic ground areas of the image. Then, the user’s behavior is learned and automatically reproduced in the remainder of the images.

Since the definition of these segmentation examples (on a specific dataset) is not a trivial task (i.e., time consuming task), and in view of the large amount of data that will be produced by the new incoming sensors, it could be relevant to maximize their potential by using them to deal with other datasets. To this end, several efforts have been conducted to design new approaches enabling such a learning transfer [8]. In particular, domain adaptation approaches enable to take advantage of the learned knowledge on a given source dataset in order to deduce a model appropriate for the processing of a similar target dataset. These approaches have been relevantly used for the classification of satellite images [9], [10].

In this article, we propose to extend the domain adaptation paradigm to enable the transfer of the segmentation examples required by the TDHA [7] segmentation approach to process one source dataset, in order to automatically segment a target dataset. Such an extension enables to assess the robustness of the TDHA approach by showing its capabilities on a domain adaptation task. The article is organized as follows. Sec. II recalls the principles of the TDHA approach and describes the way to transfer the segmentation examples defined for one source dataset to a target one. Sec. III describes the domain adaptation experiments carried out with this methodology. Finally, Sec. IV concludes the article.

II. METHODOLOGY
II-A. Hierarchical top-down approach
The hybrid segmentation/classification approach proposed in [7] (TDHA) takes as input a multiresolution set of \( n \) images \( \{I_1, \ldots, I_n\} \) and provides as output \( n \) classification maps computed in a top-down fashion. It performs \( n \) successive steps (one per resolution image), each step being iteratively composed of:
– an example-based hierarchical segmentation approach (Fig. 1-①);
– a multiresolution clustering approach (Fig. 1-②).

At each resolution/step, the output of the process (namely a clustering map) is embedded into the next resolution image to be treated as input of the next step (Fig. 1-③).

**Example-based hierarchical segmentation** The segmentation of satellite images is not a trivial task. Indeed, the different objects of interest (and thematic ground areas) which are sensed by these images, cannot be segmented at the same scale. It is then difficult to correctly segment all these thematic ground areas by using only one segmentation result. To deal with this issue, the segmentation step is divided into \( k \) different sub-steps (i.e., one sub-step per group of thematic ground areas). For each group of thematic ground areas of the image, it requires a segmentation example (of one representative area) interactively defined by the user (Fig. 1-①). The segmentation is performed by using a hierarchical strategy based on Binary Partition Trees (BPT) [11]. Thus, defining a segmentation example consists of cutting a BPT to produce a tree-cut example. Then, the user’s behavior is learned using a learning strategy. Practically, the tree-cut example is summarized into a set of centroids (modelled by radiometric histograms) using a clustering algorithm. Finally, this tree-cut (segmentation) example is automatically reproduced in the similar thematic ground areas of the image by using a cutting strategy which processes all the remaining BPTs.

**Multiresolution clustering** The classification of the segments created by the previous step is performed by using a multiresolution clustering approach [12]. Instead of characterizing the segments extracted at the current resolution by using features computed on the current image, the segments are characterized by using their decompositions into the next resolution image (Fig. 1-②). To this end, for each segment, a class-based histogram is computed then modeling its composition in terms of radiometric clusters into the next resolution image. A classical clustering approach is then performed to create \( c \) groups of segments sharing similar features. Once these groups have been created, the user can select and recognize them to match with potential thematic ground classes.

**II-B. Extension of the domain adaptation paradigm**

The classical domain adaptation approaches act by transferring the learned model (in general, a classifier) from a source to a target dataset for which a priori information is not (always) available. We propose hereafter an extension of such approaches enabling (in particular) the transfer of segmentation examples defined on a source dataset to automatically process a target one.

**Transfer of the learned elements** Once a source multiresolution set of images has been processed (i.e., segmented and classified), it becomes possible to transfer the learned segmentation examples and clusters to process a related target multiresolution set of images.

To perform, we transfer from the source dataset to the target one the following elements:

1) the \( K \) tree-cut examples provided by the user (for each thematic ground area of each resolution image) during the example-based segmentation step

\[
K = k_1 + \cdots + k_n \text{ sets of histograms}
\]

These \( K \) tree-cut examples can be directly used as input of the example-based segmentation approach to run the cutting strategy on the BPTs built for the different thematic ground areas of the images. This approach enables to automatically segment the \( n \) images of the target dataset.

2) the \( C \) centroids (of each resolution image) of the clusters learned during the multiresolution clustering step

\[
C = c_1 + \cdots + c_n \text{ centroids}
\]

These \( C \) centroids can be used as input of the multiresolution clustering approach to classify the segments automatically created by the example-based segmentation approach.

**Domain assumption** As the learned segmentation examples and clusters are linked to specific thematic ground areas of the source dataset, we make the assumption that the target dataset is also composed of such ground areas. In the case of the thematic ground areas differ from the source dataset to the target one, the proposed domain adaptation strategy can be modified by adding or deleting a learned knowledge during the transfer step.
Table I. Global evaluation results. F-measure and Kappa indexes.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Dataset</th>
<th>Level</th>
<th>Evaluation indexes</th>
<th></th>
<th></th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>DATASET-A</td>
<td>Districts</td>
<td>0.56 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.71 ± 0.02</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blocks</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.78 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic elements</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.76 ± 0.04</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATASET-B</td>
<td>Districts</td>
<td>0.67 ± 0.03</td>
<td>0.72 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Blocks</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.04</td>
<td>0.75 ± 0.05</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td></td>
<td>Basic elements</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.69 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>DATASET-B</td>
<td>Districts</td>
<td>0.65 ± 0.01</td>
<td>0.68 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Domain adapt.</td>
<td>Blocks</td>
<td>0.61 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.73 ± 0.03</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>experiment</td>
<td>Basic elements</td>
<td>0.64 ± 0.02</td>
<td>0.66 ± 0.01</td>
<td></td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

III. EXPERIMENTS

III-A. Datasets and evaluation protocol

We consider two datasets (denoted DATASET-A, -B) composed each of a SPOT-5 MSR (9.6m) multispectral image and a couple of QUICKBIRD images composed by a HSR (2.4m) multispectral image and a VHSR (60cm) pan-sharpened one sensed over the urban area of Strasbourg (France). These images present two typical and similar suburban environments with (possible) water surfaces, forest areas, industrial areas, individual/collective housing blocks and agricultural zones. Fig. 2(a) (resp. Fig. 3(a)) presents the HSR image of the DATASET-A (resp. DATASET-B).

To assess the efficiency of the TDHA approach, experiments have been performed to extract from these datasets hierarchies of complex urban patterns (3 levels/scales: urban districts, blocks, basic elements). The results obtained have then been compared to certified ground-truth maps (one per considered scale) by using the F-measure $F$ and the Kappa $K$ indexes. Fig. 2(b) (resp. Fig. 3(b)) presents the ground-truth map of the DATASET-A (resp. DATASET-B) at the scale of the urban blocks.

To initialize the experiments, the DATASET-A has been processed using the TDHA approach. The example-based hierarchical segmentation step and the multiresolution clustering one have been iteratively run three times ($n=3$) to extract the three considered scales. To perform, $K=16$ tree-cut examples have been provided by the expert ($k_1 = 1$, $k_2 = 8$, $k_3 = 7$) and $C = 26$ clusters have been extracted ($c_1 = 8$, $c_2 = 7$, $c_3 = 11$). Fig. 2(c) presents the classification map obtained on the DATASET-A at the blocks scale.

III-B. Domain adaptation experiment

To validate the presented domain adaptation strategy (in the context of the TDHA approach), we have performed learning transfer experiments. The DATASET-A has been used as source dataset while the DATASET-B has been used as target dataset.

Practically, the $K = 16$ tree-cut examples (provided by the user during the example-based segmentation step) and the $C = 26$ centroids of the clusters (learned during the multiresolution clustering step) which are resulting from the processing of the DATASET-A, have been transferred to automatically process the DATASET-B. However, as the thematic classes corresponding to water areas (blue class) and dense housing areas (red class) are not present in the DATASET-B, the segmentation examples and the learned clusters of the DATASET-A corresponding to these classes have not been transferred during the transfer step.

The results obtained are presented in Table I. From these results, one can note that the scores obtained on the DATASET-B are slightly lower when the segmentation examples and the clusters learned are transferred from the DATASET-A (domain adaptation experiment) than when they are learned directly on the dataset. However, such results remain sufficient to further perform urban patterns detection. Furthermore, these experiments show that it is possible to maximize the potential of the user-defined segmentation examples (and thus to reduce the time spent by the user) to process several large datasets sensed over similar urban territories.

For a visual comparison purpose, the classification map obtained (at the blocks scale) is presented in Fig. 3(c) while the one resulting from the domain adaptation experiment is proposed in Fig. 3(d).

IV. PERSPECTIVES

In this article we have presented an extension of the domain adaptation paradigm to enable the transfer of segmentation examples (required by the TDHA segmentation approach to process one source dataset), in order to automatically segment a target dataset. Experiments performed on multiresolution satellite images were carried out to assess the robustness of the TDHA approach by showing its capabilities on a domain adaptation task. These experiments have provided satisfactory and accurate results which may be further used for operational needs.

This work opens up several perspectives. In particular, we plan to study more formally the robustness of the learning transfer step to deal with different kinds of urban cities.
Fig. 3. Illustration of the Dataset-B and the associated results.
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